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Phantasm Foods

Phantasm Foods is a known farming corporation that provides the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
vegetables, fruits, and meat. They are mostly imported to Nepleslia worlds but are open to conducting
export to other worlds if there is a demand. Yet Phantasm Foods does have criticism that it avoids doing
business with Yamatai Star Empire, yet Phantasm Foods denies this.

Company Statistics
Established YE 38
Leadership Jennifer Vasilievich
Associated Factions Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Headquarters Porpoise, Pryedain

Operations

Below are the current known operational areas of Phantasm Foods:

Farms located at Porpoise, Pryedain
Farms located at System P1-9 "Fortuna", Fortuna, and Gold Harbor
Farms located at System R-2 Shinjiyuu, Shinjiyuu
Farms located at System R-8 "Red Sky", Typhoon

Phantasm Foods is focused on providing vegetables, fruits, and meat to the Democratic Imperium of
Nepleslia that contributes to the food industries for example the Neppies Burger Restaurant and Drunken
Stew Inn. Depending on the planetary location, Phantasm Foods admits to using chemicals to boost the
growing process of the food in locations where growth was difficult to work with. Though they assured
that it does not affect the health. Their interest is primarily focused on providing food to all Nepleslian
worlds.

History

Founded in YE 38 by Jennifer Vasilievich, an experienced farmer that wanted to start a new farming
company on new colonies with the reason to provide healthier food that is not grown on tainted soil. The
results were in her favor as Phantasm Foods production was high and very demanding throughout the
Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia. Which gave Jennifer the opportunity to expand to planets such as
System P1-9 "Fortuna" and System R-2 Shinjiyuu in YE 40 and finally expanded to System R-8 "Red Sky"
in YE 43. They are known for the chemical scandal in YE 41 where a report stated that the corporation
used chemicals in their growing process at System R-2 Shinjiyuu.
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Products

Phantasm Foods's main service is to provide Nepleslia food that is farmed on not tainted soil. Below you
will find products that are being made and processed by Phantasm Foods.

Crops based on local seeds
Fruits
Vegetables

Animal husbandry
Meat
Eggs
Leather (by-product)

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2021/02/08 04:12.

This was approved by Andrew in this thread.

Phantasm Foods is an NPC Corporation to help create a foundation layer to the economical system of
SARP and is part of the Economical Restoration Project made by Rawolfe. The idea is that these
corporations are not bought up or taken over but play an essential role in the background for the faction
and they can be used to create new products into the faction with the approval of the respective FM. This
will put a halt to the idea that one corporation creates all products.
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